[Principles of changes of structural organization of cell membranes and functional properties of erythrocytes in neurotic disorders].
Investigation into structural, metabolic, and functional conditions of red blood cells was performed in 24 patients with a neurosis (neurasthenia, disturbance of asaptation) with the aid of electrophoretic division of proteins of the erythrocyte membrane, thin-layer chromatography, fluorescent probing of membranes, evaluation of peroxidative oxidation process, scanning and transmission electron microscopy, laser diphractometry, photometry. The patients with neurotic disorders at the early period after the influence of psychogenic factors (up to 3 months) revealed disorganization of lipid and protein composition of the red cell membrane, increase in microviscosity of its lipid phase, impairment of surface architectonics and ultrastructure of red cells, decrease of a deformation ability and increase of aggregate properties of erythrocytes. The authors treat stability of erythrocytes' homeostasis under the long-term influence of psychogenic factors from a viewpoint of adaptive changes in organism under the influence of neurogenic factors.